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COMMUNICATIONS

POWER LINE CABLE TRANSFER FUNCTION FOR
MODELLING OF POWER LINE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
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— Martin Koutný — Miloš Orgoň
This paper presents the design of a power line communication model. Primarily, it is focused on a realization of a
communication model with a power line channel. The model is composed of a PLC communication model, a model of power
lines and a noise model. Power lines are modelled through a chain parameter describing the relation between the input and
output voltage and current of the two-port network.
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1 INTRODUCTION

PLC (Power Line Communication) technology takes
profits from the advantage of not requiring any additional
wiring [1, 2]. On the other hand there are many challenges
in using this medium for data communication; all originate from the fact that this medium was designed for
distribution of electrical power, not for communication.
PLC systems fall into two areas: broadband PLC and
narrowband PLC. Broadband PLC achieves the characteristics of broadband communication, enabling, for example, fast Internet access or implementation of small
LAN networks. The broadband technology works in frequency range 150 kHz to 34 MHz and its theoretical maximum speed is 200 Mbit/s [3, 4]. Narrowband PLC is used
mainly for specific services including central management
of power consumption, tariffing, remote meter reading,
commanding, etc. The narrowband technology works up
to a maximum frequency of 150 kHz and its theoretical
bit rate is of the order of kilobits (up to 2 Mbit/s). The
possibility of using the power network and systems of
narrow-band PLC is the most recent development [5].
A problematic area of PLC is interference. Interference
may affect the service reliability. Also, there is considerable attenuation on the path towards the terminal equipment. From the viewpoint of data transmission, the power
line is always mismatched and thus there appear reflections on the line, and the line properties and parameters
vary with time and place.
A model of the power line channel is required to simulate PLC communications. There exist two possible methods for modelling the power line channels. The first one
applies the methods used for modelling of radio channels. The power line channel is assumed to be a multipath propagation environment. The second alternative

applies the methods used to model electricity distribution networks. The chain parameter matrices describing
the relation between the input and output voltage and
current of a two-port network can be applied to model
the transfer function of the communications channel.
This article focuses on realizations of a complex PLC
communication system. For the purpose of modelling,
PLC communication system can be set up from a PLC
communication model, a power line model and a noise
model.
The power line is modelled as a transfer function of
the two-port network.

2 PLC COMMUNICATION MODEL

Computer simulation of PLC systems will enable a
better understanding of the topic of data transmission
over power lines, it will reveal the potentials of these systems, and the area of PLC applicability will be better
defined. Sufficiently precise computer models of PLC systems will thus make the process of selecting and deploying
new telemetry and management technologies markedly
more effective.
A model will be described with frequency division of
the spectrum using the OFDM technique, where particular carrier frequencies are mapped with 256-state,
64-state or 32-state QAM or QPSK and BPSK modulation [6, 7]. The resulting model is shown in Fig. 1.
Model description [8]: The model was realized in
Simulink [9]. A Bernoulli Binary Generator is used as
the data source in the proposed model. It is a generator which generates random binary numbers according
the Bernoulli distribution. In real systems, Bit allocation
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Fig. 1. OFDM model

Fig. 2. Elementary cell of a transmission line

(mapping) can be obtained from this equation [10]
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where bn is the number of bits at n-subchannel, SNRn
is the average signal to noise ratio in partial subchannel
n, where Q−1 is defined as
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Channel coding, realized by the Reed-Solomon code
(RS(15; 11)), was used to ensure data transfer in the communication channel.
From the channel coding block we obtain a serial flow
of data. This flow enters the mapping block. The bit
sequences are converted to a symbol sequence in the block

mapping. The distribution of symbols is the result of
mapping. This symbols distribution is dependent on the
selected modulation.
The sub-band separation of the useful signal is realized
in the Select Rows block. It is necessary to insert the pilot
signals and implement an estimate of the transmission
channel in the case of coherent system detection. This is
realized by the help of the PN Sequence Generator.
Block Complex(0,0) is used to generate the middle
carrier frequency. Block Concatenate is used to add up
all the carrier frequencies which enter this block. The size
of the framework is then adjusted for IFFT in the Pad
block and the signal is adjusted for IFFT in the Shift
block. After that the signal undergoes the Fast Fourier
transform, where data are converted from the frequency
domain to the time domain.
To avoid intersymbol interference (ISI) the OFDM
protective interval is used. It is realized by the Add Cyclic
Prefix block.
The blocks for calculating the bit error are used too.
The blocks are connected inversely on the receiver side.
The channel block will be described in the next chapter.

3 TRANSMISSION LINE MODEL

In literature, the methods used to simulate and study
the transmission line behaviour are different [11–13].
Most of them are obtained from the time dependent
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stant γ
Zc =
γ = α + jβ =

s

R′ + jωL′
,
G′ + jωC ′

(5)

p
(R′ + jωL′ )(G′ + jωC ′ ) .

(6)

Fig. 3. Two-port network connected to a source and load

4 MODELLING OF THE
POWER LINE CHANNEL

The chain parameter matrices describing the relation
between the input and output voltage and current of the
two-port network can be applied for modelling the transfer function of the power line channel. This method has
been chosen because the topology of the sample distribution network is known.
In Fig. 3, the relation between the input voltage and
current and output voltage and current of the two port
network can be represented as

Fig. 4. Topology of the sample network
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where A, B, C and D are frequency dependent coefficients.
The transfer function of two-port network is given by
equation [14]
Fig. 5. Transmission line with one bridge tap connection

H=

ZC
UL
=
.
US
AZC + B + CZC ZS + DZS

(8)

The ABCD matrix for the transmission line with characteristic impedance Zc , propagation constant γ and
length l can be calculated as [14]

Fig. 6. Equivalent circuit for transmission line with one bridge tap
connection

telegrapher’s equations which are for the elementary line
transmission cell, shown in Fig. 2, the following
∂i(x, t)
∂v(x, t)
+ R′ i(x, t) + L′
= 0,
∂x
∂t

(3)

∂i(x, t)
∂v(x, t)
+ G′ v(x, t) + C ′
= 0,
∂x
∂t

(4)

In these equations x denotes the longitudinal direction of the line and R′ , L′ , G′ and C ′ are the per unit
length resistance (Ω/m ), inductance (H/m), conductance
(S/m) and capacitance (F/m), respectively. The electric
quantities are dependent on the geometric and constitutive parameters.
The parameters to describe the transmission line are
the characteristic impedance Zc and the propagation con-
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4.1 Sample network
The simple distribution network topology is shown in
Fig. 4. The link has one branch and consists of segments
(1), (2) and (3) with lengths d1 , d2 and dbr and characteristic impedances ZC1 , ZC2 and ZC3 .
Figure 5 shows the transmission line with one bridge
tap. We replace the bridge tap with an equivalent impedance (see Fig. 6). The branch cable terminated by the
load impedance Zbr can be considered to be the equivalent load impedance Zeq [14]
Zeq = ZC

Zbr + ZC tanh(γbr dbr )
.
ZC + Zbr tanh(γbr dbr )

(10)

where Zbr and γbr are characteristic impedance and
propagation constant of the branch.
The channel from the source to the load consists of
several network sections. Each section can be described
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Table 1. Sample network parameter

ZS
ZL
Zbr
ZC
l1
l2
l3
Zeq

A2 =

120 Ω
600 Ω
300 Ω
180 Ω
20 m
30 m
20 m
97.67–0.669i Ω



cosh(γ1 d1 )
1
Z1 sinh(γ1 d1 )
A3 =

A4 =





1
1
Zeq

cosh(γ2 d2 )
1
Z2 sinh(γ2 d2 )


Z1 sinh(γ1 d1 )
,
cosh(γ1 d1 )

0
1 ,

Z2 sinh(γ2 d2 )
.
cosh(γ2 d2 )

(13)

(14)
(15)

4.2 Simulation results
R′ , L′ , G′ , C ′ , ZC and γ parameter were obtained
analytically from characteristic parameters of the cable
NYM-J 3x2.5.
Figure 7 shows the results of simulation of the sample
network based on the transfer function of the two-port
network model (9). The reflections at the open tap cause
periodical notches in the frequency response, which can
easily be seen in Fig. 7.
Table 1 shows the parameter of sample network.
5 PLC CHANNEL MODEL

Fig. 7. Simulation of the sample network

The coefficients of the filter were calculated from the
transfer function of the two-port network (9).
The power line was modelled as a filter together with
the sources of the interference. More detailed information
about the sources of interference can be found in [15].
Figure 8 shows the resulting PLC channel.
This PLC channel is used in OFDM model in Fig. 1
and allows to simulate data communication over power
lines.
6 CONCLUSION

Fig. 8. PLC channel

by a single transmission matrix. The sections are serially
connected. The transmission matrix A from the source
to the load can be formed applying the chain rule
A=

n
Y

Ai ,

(11)

i=1

where n represents the number of network sections. Figure 6 illustrates the section for sample network. The matrices of different sub circuits for the sample network are
expressed by the matrix [14]


1 ZS
A1 =
(12)
0 1

The article deals with the design of a PLC communication system model. The model is composed of the OFDM
communication model, model of power lines and noise
model. The power lines are modelled through a chain parameter describing the relation between the input and
output voltage and current of two-port network.
For the sample network topology power lines were
modelled and the resulting channel model was constructed consisting of a power line model and the sources
of interference.
The work provides a computer apparatus for creating models and modelling power lines for the simulation
of data transmission over power lines. The constructed
power line model offers the possibility to carry out investigations in different network topologies and study their
effect on the communication system.
The complex PLC communication model can be used
for comparison of the performance of different modulation and coding schemes and for future standardization.
The results of simulations based on the model will be
compared with measurements in the future work.
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